
Ideas for distance learning – Pohutukawa
When you complete any of these activities please email me photos, stories, drawings, videos of your work I would love to see them.

Also parents go to our school’s Facebook Page and upload any of your child’s learning for everyone at school to see.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Breakfast Make your own

breakfast

.

Can you butter your

own toast?  Can you

pour your own milk?

Can you make

breakfast for someone

in your family?

Ask them what they

would like and go and

make it for them.

Talk to your family and

see if you can ‘muddle

up’ meal times.

Have lunch for

breakfast, dinner for

lunch and breakfast

for dinner.

Make your own

breakfast and do the

breakfast dishes.

Can you make

breakfast for someone

in your family?

Ask them what they

would like and go and

make it for them.

Reading ideas Get a few of your toys

lay down on the floor

and read to them.

Design a book cover of

your favourite book.

Read and answer the

Animal fact or opinion

sheet.

Retell your story to

someone in your family

Ask someone at your

house to read a story

to you.

Ask them to use voices

to make it fun to listen

too.

Writing ideas

Picture Prompts.

Maths ideas

Sam used 16 circles

to make a snowman.

What would it look

like?

Who has more legs?

3 pigs or 6 people?

Write addition

problems with a sum

under 50.

The answer is 7

strawberries.

What might the

questions be?

The Easter bunny has 40

easter eggs. Some were

milk chocolate and some

were dark chocolate. How

many of each could he

have?Think of different

combinations.

Write numbers with 7

in the tens place value.

Example 573

Make your own maths

problem

Have fun completing these activities. You can change the days around.



MOON DOUGH!

Make soft, squishy Moon Dough.
1 cup of cornstarch / corn flour
½ cup of conditioner
(option to add food colouring too!)

What does it feel like?
What shapes can you make?

FINGERPRINT ALPHABET

Can you use your
fingerprint to make
different pictures
and animals
starting with each
letter of the
alphabet?

CREATE A NEW SUPERHERO
Give them a name and write about their

special powers. Don’t forget to draw them and
their superhero outfit!

Build a fort

NUMBER HUNT
Go on a number hunt in your house. How

many can you find?

Could you make a map and write where you
found the numbers too?



Animal Facts and Opinions

Tell whether each sentence is a fact or opinion. Write “fact” next to each statement that

gives information that you can prove. Write “opinion” next to statements that tell how

someone feels about something.

1. ________________ A giant tortoise can live to be over 150 years old.

2. ________________ There is a lion at Wellington zoo.

3. ________________ A polar bear is the most fun animal to watch.

4. ________________ Parrots are prettier than blue birds.

5. ________________ Elephants eat grass and leaves.

6. ________________ Bald eagles usually lay one or two eggs at a time.

7. ________________ Blue whales are the largest animals in the world.

8. ________________ A cheetah can run faster than a lion.

9. ________________ Everyone should go to see the new gorilla habitat.

10. _______________ Koalas usually sleep during the day.

11. _______________ Canaries sing beautifully.

12. _______________ The bats in the cave are very scary.

13. _______________ Snakes do not make good pets.

14. _______________ Chimpanzees can climb to the tops of trees.

15. _______________ Hummingbirds are the only bird that can fly backwards.



16. _______________ Tigers have stripes

17. _______________ Crocodiles spend most of their time in saltwater.

18. _______________ Pandas are black and white.

19. _______________ Hippos are amazing animals to watch.

20. _______________ A Komodo dragon is a reptile.

ANSWER KEY Animal Facts and Opinion

1. fact A giant tortoise can live to be over 150 years old.

2. Fact. There is a lion at Wellington zoo.

3. opinion A polar bear is the most fun animal to watch.

4. opinion Parrots are prettier than blue birds.

5. fact Elephants eat grass and leaves.

6. fact Bald eagles usually lay one or two eggs at a time.

7. fact Blue whales are the largest animals in the world.

8. fact A cheetah can run faster than a lion.

9. opinion Everyone should go to see the new gorilla habitat.

10. fact Koalas usually sleep during the day.

11. opinion Canaries sing beautifully.

12. opinion The bats in the cave are very scary.

13. opinion Snakes do not make good pets.

14. fact Chimpanzees can climb to the tops of trees.

15. fact Hummingbirds are the only bird that can fly backwards.

16. Fact. Tigers have stripes.

17. fact Crocodiles spend most of their time in saltwater.

18. fact Pandas are black and white.

19. opinion Hippos are amazing animals to watch.

20. fact A Komodo dragon is a reptile.

Discuss or write about

Would you rather be able to fly

or be invisible? Why?

The answer is frog.

What are the questions?

Would you rather be rich or

famous? Why?

You have $20. What would you

buy? Why?




